Boo!

da: Ticia A.P.

Modello: SCHTICIA-DA002FDD

Automne: Boo!
The charts by Ticia allow you to create some nice wood paintings. Complete with material lists, transferable pattern, instructions and images.
Aren't these characters very nice? We are eager to give to them a sweet bonbon and to enjoy with them Halloween time!
7 pages with the French instructions and the list of the materials.

Price: € 3.90 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Escargot et Cie en balade

da: Ticia A.P.

Modello: SCHTICIA-DE001FDD

Eté: Escargot et Cie en balade

The charts by Ticia allow you to create some nice wood paintings. Complete with material lists, transferable pattern, instructions and images.

We have all dreamt to spend some wonderful time on Sunday morning, under a summer sun with all our friends...

6 pages with the French instructions and the list of the materials.

Price: € 3.90 (incl. VAT)
La pause-carotte

da: Ticia A.P.

Modello: SCHTICIA-DP001FDD

Printemps: La pause-carotte
The charts by Ticia allow you to create some nice wood paintings. Complete with material lists, transferable pattern, instructions and images.
Decorative table to paint on wood on Easter.
4 pages with the French instructions and the list of the materials.

Price: € 3.90 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Mes amis d'Halloween

da: Ticia A.P.

Modello: SCHTICIA-DA001FDD

Automne: Mes amis d'Halloween
The charts by Ticia allow you to create some nice wood paintings. Complete with material lists, transferable pattern, instructions and images.
A scary chart for Halloween! This colorful painting will create a creepy atmosphere in your house!
7 pages with the French instructions and the list of the materials.

Price: € 3.90 (incl. VAT)
Porte-nom d'Halloween

The charts by Ticia allow you to create some nice wood paintings. Complete with material lists, transferable pattern, instructions and images.

Two possible versions: transferable pattern or découpage.

4 pages with French instructions and the list of the materials included.

Price: € 3.90 (incl. VAT)
Ours d'automne

da: Ticia A.P.

Modello: SCHTICIA-PA001FDD

Automne: Ours d'automne

The charts by Ticia allow you to create some nice wood paintings. Complete with material lists, transferable pattern, instructions and images.

A bear is the protagonist of this patchwork made of 16 blocks which represent all together a bear paw.

6 pages with French instructions and the list of the materials for the patchwork.

Price: € 3.90 (incl. VAT)
Noël au Pérou

da: Ticia A.P.

Modello: SCHTICIA-DH004FDD

Hiver: Noël au Pérou
The charts by Ticia allow you to create some nice wood paintings. Complete with material lists, transferable pattern, instructions and images.

Why not Peru at Christmas time? This snowman is typical and traditional. But the atmosphere is different: colors and music all around!

7 pages with French instructions and pictures.

Price: € 3.90 (incl. VAT)
La longue liste du Père Noël

da: Ticia A.P.

Modello: SCHTICIA-DH001FDD

Hiver: La longue liste du Père Noël

The charts by Ticia allow you to create some nice wood paintings. Complete with material lists, transferable pattern, instructions and images.

It's Christmas time and Santa Claus is relaxing a bit before finishing his gift tour!

8 pages with French instructions and pictures.

Price: € 3.90 (incl. VAT)
Poya d'hiver: on rentre à la maison

d: Ticia A.P.

Modello: SCHTICIA-DH002FDD

Hiver: Poya d'hiver: on rentre à la maison
The charts by Ticia allow you to create some nice wood paintings. Complete with material lists, transferable pattern, instructions and images.
It's Christmas time and everybody is cold, even the cows! A nice winter scene to decorate your house.
9 pages with French instructions and pictures.

Price: € 3.90 (incl. VAT)
Snow, Snow, Snow

da: Ticia A.P.

Modello: SCHTICIA-DH003FDD

Hiver: Snow, Snow, Snow

The charts by Ticia allow you to create some nice wood paintings. Complete with material lists, transferable pattern, instructions and images.

"The happiness of only one person is not always the happiness of all the people". These words are well represented here. The snowmen are enjoying the winter, while the rabbits would prefer being in springtime.

7 pages with French instructions and pictures.

Price: € 3.90 (incl. VAT)
Allons au Pérou

da: Ticia A.P.

Modello: SCHTICIA-DH005FDD

Hiver: Allons au Pérou
The charts by Ticia allow you to create some nice wood paintings. Complete with material lists, transferable pattern, instructions and images.
Music, snow, lamas, ponchos: all is ready for a trip to Peru. Only the flight ticket is missing...
7 pages with French instructions and pictures.

Price: € 3.90 (incl. VAT)
Famille Pain d'épice

da: Ticia A.P.

Modello: SCHTICIA-DH006FDD

Hiver: Famille Pain d'épice

The charts by Ticia allow you to create some nice wood paintings. Complete with material lists, transferable pattern, instructions and images.

A sweet family covered in sugar.

7 pages with French instructions and pictures.

Price: € 3.90 (incl. VAT)
Vive l'hiver!
da: Ticia A.P.

Modello: SCHTICIA-DH008FDD

Hiver: Vive l'hiver!
The charts by Ticia allow you to create some nice wood paintings. Complete with material lists, transferable pattern, instructions and images. A very respectful and serious snowman!
8 pages with French instructions and pictures.

Price: € 3.90 (incl. VAT)
Jeux d'hiver

da: Ticia A.P.

Modello: SCHTICIA-DH009FDD

Hiver: Jeux d'hiver

The charts by Ticia allow you to create some nice wood paintings. Complete with material lists, transferable pattern, instructions and images.

With all this snow, the children enjoy the winter by making some snowmen. Sisters, brothers and a loyal dog all happy together.

8 pages with French instructions and pictures.

Price: € 3.90 (incl. VAT)
Le sac aux gourmandises

da: Ticia A.P.

Modello: SCHTICIA-DH010FDD

Hiver: Le sac aux gourmandises
The charts by Ticia allow you to create some nice wood paintings. Complete with material lists, transferable pattern, instructions and images.
So delicious! The snowman seems to appreciate these sweets and cakes. Actually they look so appetizing! And the birds themselves are happy to eat even some crumbs.
8 pages with French instructions and pictures.

Price: € 3.90 (incl. VAT)
Forever Friends

da: Ticia A.P.

Modello: SCHTICIA-DH012FDD

Hiver: Forever Friends

The charts by Ticia allow you to create some nice wood paintings. Complete with material lists, transferable pattern, instructions and images.

Is there anything better than an everlasting friendship? Santa Claus and his friend the reindeer are sharing the most beautiful feeling of all.

8 pages with French instructions and pictures.

Price: € 3.90 (incl. VAT)
Amis sous la neige

da: Ticia A.P.

Modello: SCHTICIA-DH013FDD

Hiver: Amis sous la neige
The charts by Ticia allow you to create some nice wood paintings. Complete with material lists, transferable pattern, instructions and images.

Snow is falling and freezing all friendship relations.
6 pages with French instructions and pictures.

Price: € 3.90 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Bonshommes de neige et feuilles de houx

da: Ticia A.P.

Modello: SCHTICIA-PH001FDD

Hiver: Bonshommes de neige et feuilles de houx
The charts by Ticia allow you to create some nice wood paintings. Complete with material lists, transferable pattern, instructions and images.
Here is a nice patchwork full of vivid and warm colors. Very easy and decorative, it will be nice to hang on a wall or just on a table.
4 pages with French instructions and pictures.

Price: € 3.90 (incl. VAT)
Challoween night

da: Ticia A.P.

Modello: SCHTICIA-CHALLOW

A chart for an halloween-themed patchwork applique project that features cats and pumpkins! A design that mixes together different fabrics such as linen, cotton and felt. Instructions in French.

Price: € 18.00 (incl. VAT)
Le potager de lapin

da: Ticia A.P.

Modello: SCHTICIA-POTAGER

Charts to create some lovely patchwork projects that celebrate spring! A cute bunny among veggies, a garland and hanging hearts.
Instructions in French.

Price: € 24.00 (incl. VAT)
Ribambelle de lapins : Pâques

da: Ticia A.P.

Modello: SCHTICIA-RIBAMB

Charts to create some lovely patchwork projects that celebrate Easter! The cutest bunnies in a Ring Around the Rosie.
Instructions in French.

Price: € 18.00 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Doggie Car 1

da: Ticia A.P.

Modello: SCHTICIA-DOGGIE1

Charts to create the cutest driver dog ever!
Instructions in French.

Price: € 18.00 (incl. VAT)